
Climate Change and Vermont



Vermont Legislature’s Summary of 2007 
Exploration of Climate Change Issues in 

Vermont

• At the beginning of the 2007 legislative 
session, the house and senate committees on 
natural resources and energy hosted a 3-week 
deliberative process to investigate climate 
change and its potential impacts on Vermont.

• This presentation is a summary of key 
testimony and information gathered during 
this process.























“Burning 1 gallon of gasoline puts more than 19 lbs. 
of CO2 into the atmosphere, where it will remain 
for a hundred years, and buying it provides over 40 
cents to countries that hate the United States".  

–Paul MacCready



Implications
• Sea Level Rise

– Traditionally, when large ice-sheets break up, sea 
level has risen as fast as 3 feet every 20 years for 
centuries at a time

– Potential for Ice-Free Arctic Summers by 2040
– "We have already witnessed major losses in sea 

ice, but our research suggests that the decrease 
over the next few decades could be far  more 
dramatic than anything that has happened so far". 
(Holland et al.)





Extreme Weather Events

• Heavier rain; more flooding

• Ice storm in warmest winters on record

• Heat wave (eg. Europe 2003)

• More powerful Hurricanes (Katrina, Rita 
2005)











New England Implications

• Loss of maple Forests, replaced with Oak, 
Hickory, Jack Pines

• More winter rain and freezing rain

• Summer agriculture boom

• Loss of maple industry and ski industry to 
Quebec

• Loss of major tourist income from fall and 
winter seasons











Solutions



Temperature Stabilization

• To limit global temperature rise to 2C (3.6F) 
above present day: CO2 in atmosphere (now 
380ppm) would need to be stabilized in range 
of 490ppm to 670ppm







Home Heating

• Technology
– Wood/grass pellets for stoves, residential and 

commercial
– District heating of towns with co-generation
– Better building codes and retrofits
– "-47 to 115 F with no heating/cooling equipment, 

less construction costs"





Transportation

Policies

– Change Behavior
• Cash/Tax incentives for fuel efficiency
• Ride Sharing
• Excessive use fees



Transportation 

Policies
– Change Technology

• Bio-fuels
• Incentives to Manufacturers
• Advanced vehicles 
• Incentives to consumers
• Develop markets
• Use requirements



Transportation

Technology

• Bio-diesel from crops/waste

• Ethanol from cellulose: perennial grasses, 
shrubs, wood

• More efficient cars



Electricity

• Policies
– Put climate at the center of state utility/energy policy
– Keep encouraging and expanding Efficiency Vermont
– Fair competition for saving and making electricity
– Rewards for cutting bills not selling more electricity
– No institutional barriers to self-generation and co-

generation
– Help utilities create negawatt (energy savings) markets
– Break down barriers to capturing negawatts (energy 

savings





Electricity

• Technology
– Renewables

• Solar
• Wind and Hydro-electric
• Methane from manure and landfills
• Wood chips





Personal Reflection on Climate 
Change

• Photos, stories, etc.



The Election
Leonard Nathan

How did the stones vote
this time?

They voted for hardness
and few words

as the trees voted
for slow growth

upwards and a shedding
of dead dependents.

And the men?

They voted against
themselves again

and for fire
which they thought they

could control,
fire

which voted for blackened stumps
and no more elections.

(Nathan, 1980)
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